1. Exit airport on US-60S toward Pittsburgh/I-79S (follow signs to Pittsburgh, proceed ~7 miles).
5. Take EXIT 155, STAR CITY EXIT at WV-7, WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY.
7. Bear RIGHT onto US-19; move into left lane; proceed to first light past bridge.
8. Turn left onto BOYERS AVE.
9. At intersection turn RIGHT onto UNIVERSITY AVE.
10. Turn LEFT onto JUNIOR AVE. (after passing Dairy Mart on left).
11. JUNIOR AVE. becomes ASPEN ST. (bear to right).
12. At light turn LEFT onto COLLINS FERRY RD.
13. Follow COLLINS FERRY RD. 0.5 miles on RIGHT - Arrive at US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY entrance.
   3610 Collins Ferry RD. Morgantown, WV 26505.
   304-285-4764